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The reconstructed images after compression produce annoying blocking 
artifacts near block boundaries, particularly in a low bit-rate image 
compression, because each block is transformed and quantized 
independently. Detection of blocking artifact has an important role in the 
design of image coding systems. Increasing the bit rate to obtain better 
quality images is too costly. In this paper, a novel pixel-domain 
technique for image blocking artifact detection is presented. The 
algorithm detects the regions of the image which present visible blocking 
artifacts. The blocking artifact detection and reduction are presented as 
a post- processing in the image decoder. The algorithm first detects the 
direction of the artifact through power spectrum estimation of the pixel 
absolute difference (PAD) in both horizontal and vertical directions. The 
power spectrum of the PAD is estimated using the Maximum Entropy 
method (MEM) which is a nonparametric method to perform accurate 
power spectrum estimation. The reduction process is applied only on the 
direction of artifacts to improve the image quality. The key of the 
reduction process is based on the modified-projection operator to give 
reasonable modifications for the block boundary pixels. The simulation 
results illustrate the performance of the proposed method for the JPEG 
decoded images. 
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 1. INTRODUCTION 

Block transform-based image coding is one of the most popular image compression 
techniques. Since blocks of pixels are treated as single entities and coded separately, 
correlation among spatially adjacent blocks is not taken into account in coding, which 
results in block boundaries being visible when the decoded image is reconstructed. 
Such so-called “blocking” artifacts are often very disturbing, especially when the 
transform coefficients are subject to coarse quantization. 

Generally, in the DCT image compression, the original image is divided into 
subimages called blocks. Each block is transformed and selected large coefficients are 
quantized and then stored/transmitted. It is known that the blocking effect is the most 
significant of all coding artifacts [1-3]. Subjective image quality can be improved by 
decreasing these blocking artifacts. Many blocking artifact reduction algorithms have 
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been proposed [4-6]. However, most of them use the mean squared error (MSE) as the 
distortion measure. Since the MSE is not good for perceptual image quality assessment 
[7] and assessing the original images is required, several improved distortion measures 
have been proposed [8, 9]. In general, the reduction of blocking artifacts can be 
classified into two approaches.  In the first approach, the reduction of blocking artifacts 
is carried out at the encoding side [10, 11], but the methods based on this approach do 
not conform to the existing standards such as JPEG and MPEG, In the second 
approach, the reconstructed image is postprocessed aimed at improving its visual 
quality without any modification in the encoding or decoding mechanisms, making it 
compatible with the aforesaid coding standards. Because of this advantage, most of the 
recently proposed techniques follow the second approach and it will be used in this 
paper. The post-processing techniques have been proposed in different directions. Post-
filtering methods for reducing the blocking artifacts are introduced in [12-14]. In these 
methods, Gaussian filter is used to give the best performance. Ramamurthi and Gersho 
[2] introduced algorithm based on edge detection. The algorithm distinguishes edge 
pixels from non-edge pixels and then switches between a one-dimensional and a two-
dimensional filter accordingly to reduce blocking effects. Some other work is done 
using adaptive filtering scheme in the post-processing algorithm [15, 16]. There are 
some approaches to reduce the blocking artifacts based on wavelet representation [17-
20]. Another direction of research has been introduced to reduce the blocking artifact 
using the iterative image recovery methods. In these methods, the theory of projections 
onto convex sets (POCS) is used [1], [21]. The approach to reduce the blocking artifact 
in the transform domain is introduced in [22, 23]. The suppression of block to block 
discontinuities is introduced in the JPEG standard [24]. It uses dc values from current 
and neighboring blocks for interpolating the first few ac coefficients into the current 
block. The work introduced in [6] is based on the criterion of mean squared difference 
of slop (MSDS) [22, 23]. The MSDS is an enhanced form of the mean squared 
difference, which involves the eight neighboring blocks of the current block. G.A. 
Triantafyllidis et al. [6] proposed a new algorithm using a novel form of the MSDS by 
involving the diagonal neighboring pixels. They used the Laplacian statistical model to 
adopt the DCT coefficients and better estimation of the DCT reconstructed coefficient 
is introduced. In [29], a post-processing technique in frequency domain is proposed. 
This technique puts forth a method and an algorithm, working in frequency domain, 
for the detection and reduction of such blocking artifacts. The artifacts are modeled 
[29] as 2-D step functions between two neighboring blocks. Presence of the blocking 
artifacts is detected by using block activity based on human visual system (HVS) and 
block statistics. The boundary regions between blocks are identified as either smooth 
or non-smooth regions. The blocking artifacts in smooth regions are removed by 
modifying a few DCT coefficients appropriately, whilst an edge-preserving smoothing 
filter is applied to the non-smooth regions. Lee et al. [30] proposed a postprocessing 
algorithm to reduce the blocking artifacts in JPEG compressed images after classifying 
them into edge area and monotone area according to the edge map which is obtained 
after thresholding the gradient absolute image. The signal adaptive filtering consists of 
a 1-D directional smoothing filtering for edge area and 2-D adaptive average filtering 
for monotone area. Liu et al. [31] proposed a DCT-domain method for blind 
measurement of blocking artifacts, by modeling the artifacts as 2-D step functions in 
shifted blocks. A fast DCT-domain algorithm extracts all the parameters required to 
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detect the presence of blocking artifacts, by using HVS properties. Artifacts are then 
reduced by using an adaptive method. Zeng proposed a simple DCT-domain method 
for blocking effect reduction, applying a zero masking to the DCT coefficients of some 
shifted image blocks [32]. However, the loss of edge information caused by the zero-
masking scheme is noticeable. Luo and Ward gave a technique, which preserved the 
edge information [33]. The technique is based on reducing the blocking artifacts in the 
smooth regions of the image. The correlation between the intensity values of the 
boundary pixels of two neighboring blocks in the DCT domain is used to distinguish 
between smooth and non-smooth regions. 

In this paper, the proposed algorithm first detects the direction of artifacts 
through power spectrum estimation of the e pixel absolute difference (PAD) in both 
horizontal and vertical directions. The power spectrum of the PAD is estimated using 
the Maximum Entropy method (MEM) which is a nonparametric method to perform 
accurate power spectrum estimation. The reduction process is applied on the direction 
of artifacts only to improve the image quality. The key of the reduction process is 
based on the modified-projection operator to give reasonable modifications to the 
block boundary pixels. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the proposed 
detection process of blocking artifacts in images is introduced. Section 3 describes the 
proposed detection process of blocking artifacts in images. Simulation results given in 
Section 4 evaluate visually and quantitatively the performance of the proposed method. 
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5. 

 

 2. THE PROPOSED DETECTION PROCESS OF 
  BLOCKING ARTIFACTS IN IMAGE 

 

Blocking artifact detection process plays an important role in the design of image 
coding system. In this work, it will be the first step in the decoder to detect the artifacts 
and consequently improve the reconstructed image quality through the reduction 
process. Blocking artifact detection and measurement algorithms in [25, 26] use the 
weighted mean-squared difference along block boundaries as the blockiness measure. 
These techniques cannot distinguish between the real blocking discontinuity and the 
oscillation of the original image itself. 

The proposed detection process is based on the pixel absolute difference 
(PAD) in both horizontal and vertical direction.  For any pixel value x at position i the 
PAD is defined as follows: 

PAD (i)= )i(x)i(x 1−−   i=1,2,….         (1) 

First, the (PAD) is calculated in each raw and the power spectrum of the 
results is then estimated using the Maximum Entropy method (MEM) which is a 
nonparametric method to perform accurate power spectrum estimation [27, 28]. As to 
the former problem, it is well known that fast Fourier transform has its own drawbacks 
in estimating the power spectrum, such as poor resolution owing to the effect of 
window functions and unrealistic assumptions about extending the data.  The MEM is 
an intuitively satisfying approach to power spectrum density estimation in that a 
minimal amount of assumptions are made concerning the data. This is in contrast to the 
classical method which effectively assigns a value of zero to unknown autocorrelation 
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values and distorts known values (or estimates) with a window. The MEM works well 
with all-pole (autoregressive (AR)) model processes and sinusoids. 

For an AR sequence of order p, only the autocorrelation estimates, Rx(0) , . . . ., 
Rx(p) are needed to obtain the AR spectrum.  It is important to select an appropriate 
order p when using the MEM. Too low an order will yield low resolution while too 
high an order will result in spurious spectral details. The similar method is used for the 
column pixel to estimate the power spectrum in vertical direction. Fig. 1 shows the 
results of the detection process for JPEG compressed Lena image at bit rate of 0.2 bpp 
and the original Lena image. The original Lena image and the compressed one at 0.2 
bpp are shown in Fig. 2 (block size of 8x8 is used in the encoder). 

It is clear in Fig.1 that the blocking artifact is characterized by the peaks on the 
power spectrum curve. Moreover, the peaks are noticeable only in raw-wise direction. 
In this example, the blocking artifact reduction process will be applied on one direction 
only. Fig. 3 shows the result of the blocking artifact detection process for the JPEG 
Peppers image at bit rate of 0.2 bpp and the original Peppers image. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) Blocking detection for original Lena image 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(b) Blocking detection for JPEG compressed Lena image 
Fig.1 Power Spectrum of the original Lena image and the JPEG compressed Lena at 

0.2 bpp. 
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(a) (b) 
 

Fig. 2 (a) Original Lena image (b) JPEG compressed Lena image at 0.2 bpp. 
 

It is important to note that the Pepper image itself has a non smooth power 
spectrum distribution, Fig. (3-a), but the peaks in this case are insignificant.   

Relative to the result of the detection process the algorithm will be continuing 
as follows: (1) Terminate the work in the case of no blocking artifact detection. (2) 
Start the blocking artifact reduction in one direction (horizontal or vertical) or in two 
dimensions to improve the quality of the decoded image.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(a) Blocking detection for original Peppers image 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(b) Blocking detection for JPEG compressed Peppers image 

 

Fig.3 Power Spectrum of the original Peppers image and the compressed Peppers at 
0.2 bpp. 
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 3. THE PROPOSED REDUCTION PROCESS OF BLOCKING 
ARTIFACTS IN IMAGE 

 

It is known that the blocking noise makes visible grey-level discontinuity at block 
boundaries. It consists of vertical and/or horizontal false edges which contain 
significant high frequency components. The proposed blocking artifact reduction 
approach operates in the pixel domain to reconstruct the distorted boundary pixels 
from its neighborhoods. The vector of pixels across the boundary of two blocks will be 
reconstructed based on the best matching vector of pixels from the four surrounding 
blocks as shown in Fig. 4 for horizontal artifacts.  

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Fig.4 Direction of the matching process. 
 

Let the vector of the pixel values across the boundary of two blocks in the 
blocky image is f = (f-j/2, f-j/2+1,…, f-1, f0,……,fj/2-2, fj/2-1). Assuming that the 
image block size is (i, j). The two groups of pixels in the same line of the top blocks 
and bottom blocks are f-j/2, f-j/2+1,……, f-1 and f0,……,fj/2-2, fj/2-1, respectively. 
Assume the vector of pixels within one block, from the four surrounding blocks, is g = 
(g0,……,gj-2, gj-1). Since the pixels in g are in the same block, then g is of good 
continuity. In the proposed algorithm, the vector g is used to smooth the f vector 

through a nonlinear Laplacian function y(x) = A exp(- x ), where A is positive 
constant. For any vector f there exist many possible g vectors within the four 
surrounding blocks but only one vector from them will be chosen in the projection 
operation step. The smoothing result is evaluated through the weighted mean-square 
error (WMSE) 
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where the weight vector w = (w-j/2, w-j/2+1,……, w-1, w0,……,wj/2-2, wj/2-1) 
satisfies the following conditions: 
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To obtain the constant value of A in equation (2), the equation 0AE/ =∂∂  must 

be solved. The constant A is then equal 
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For each vector g the constant value of A is evaluated and then the error E is 
calculated. One vector of pixels g (at minimum E) will be selected to recover the 
vector f through the projection operator [21] as follows: 

gff ii
'
i )( αα −+= 1               (7) 

In the proposed algorithm       
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The motivation of using the Laplacian function as a matching function is the 
expected distribution of the slopes formed by the difference of two adjacent vectors in 
the distorted image. 

 
 4. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The experiments of this work have been applied to the images coded by the JPEG 
coder standard at different bitrate. The original image is primarily subdivided into a 
block of pixels with a size of 8x8 pixels. After blocking detection and reduction 
algorithms are applied, the PSNR between the decoded image and the original image is 
calculated. In the simulation results, the weight vector w is chosen to satisfy equation 
(3) to equation (5): w= (0.2, 0.15, 0.1, 0.05, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2). 

The results of the proposed technique for Lena 512x512 (8 bpp) are shown in 
Fig.5. It is clear that the proposed method improves the PSNR by about 0.27-0.72 dB. 
Moreover, the proposed method to reduce the blocking effect will follow the direction 
of blocking results from the detection process. Fig. 6 gives subjective illustrations of 
the reconstructed image with and without blocking artifact reduction for Peppers image 
and Lena image. 

The proposed technique achieves nearly the same PSNR as that proposed by 
[29] whereas the proposed technique gave best results relative to the proposed methods 
in [30], [31], [33]. 

Table 1 shows that proposed technique gives best/or same PSNR values as 
compared to all three methods for different images. It is well known that the PSNR is 
not always a good measure to reflect the subjective image quality, even though it is one 
of the most popular criteria employed in image processing. 
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Fig.5 Comparison between the JPEG decoder results and the results of JPEG decoder 
after blocking artifact reductions for Lena image. 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  (a) With blocking artifacts    (b) After blocking artifact reduction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  (a) With blocking artifacts    (b) After blocking artifact reduction 

 
Fig. 6 The decoder output for both Peppers and Lena image at bitrate 0.2 bpp.  
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Table 1 Comparison of PSNR for different post processing techniques 

Image 
Bit rate 
(bpp) 

JPEG 
Method 

[30] 
Method 

[31] 
Metho
d [33] 

Method 
[29] 

Proposed 
method 

Boat 0.247 31.14 31.67 31.02 30.05 31.14 31.33 
Peppers 0.169 27.13 27.86 27.01 27.69 28.02 27.94 

 
 5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, a new method to blocking artifact detection and reduction is introduced. 
The key idea of the detection process is based on the power spectrum estimation of the 
e pixel absolute difference (PAD) in both horizontal and vertical directions. The power 
spectrum of the PAD is estimated using the Maximum Entropy method (MEM) which 
is a nonparametric method to perform accurate power spectrum estimation. The 
motivation for the MEM is that it is an intuitively satisfying approach to power 
spectrum density estimation in that a minimal amount of assumptions is made 
concerning the input data (PAD). The blocking artifact reduction process is based on 
the modified projection operator using the best matching pixel's vector in four blocks 
surrounding the boundary vector. Simulation results on JPEG decoder indicate that the 
proposed technique provides better PSNR and good perceptual quality of the decoded 
image. 
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بها نتيجة أستخدام التحويل فى  ةيالتشو  تقليلل المشفرة  ط الصورانق تعمل على تقنية

   عملية التشفير

تتم .  blocking artifactم طريقة جديدة لكشف وتقليل التشوبة فى الصور الناتج من ال يقدتفي هذا المقال تم 

للقيمة المطلقة لفرق قيم نقط الصورة فى الأتجاه الأفقى  power spectrumعملية الكشف باستخدام استنتاج ال 

والتى  Entropy  أ��ـــ� باستخدام طريقة power spectrumيتم استنتاج ال  . ذلك لأتجاه الرأسى للصورةوك

و تتم عملية تقليل التشوبة باستخدام التماثل الذاتى لأستنتاج أول . تعطى نتائج جبده مع البيانات العشوائية التوزيع

ليعطى نتيجه أفضل وأسرع من الطرق  projection operatorعنصر يتم استخدامه مع طريقة معامل التقدير 

وأثبتت النتائج أن الطريقة المقدمة فى هذا البحث تعطى نتائج جيدة فى كشف وتقليل التشوبة فى الصور . التقليديه

 . JPEG decoderقة فك التشفير يخصوصا مع طر 


